Transactive microgrids have emerged as a transformative solution for the problems faced by distribution system operators due to an increase in the use of distributed energy resources and rapid growth in renewable energy generation. Transactive microgrids are tightly coupled cyber and physical systems, which require resilient and robust financial markets where transactions can be submitted and cleared, while ensuring that erroneous or malicious transactions cannot destabilize the grid. In this paper, we introduce TRANSAX, a novel decentralized platform for transactive microgrids. TRANSAX enables participants to trade in an energy futures market, which improves efficiency by finding feasible matches for energy trades, reducing the load on the distribution system operator. TRANSAX provides privacy to participants by anonymizing their trading activity using a distributed mixing service, while also enforcing constraints that limit trading activity based on safety requirements, such as keeping power flow below line capacity. We show that TRANSAX can satisfy the seemingly conflicting requirements of efficiency, safety, and privacy, and we demonstrate its performance using simulation results.
INTRODUCTION
The traditional setup of the power grid is rapidly changing. Solar panel capacity is estimated to grow from 4% in 2015 to 29% in 2040 [42] , and with the decreasing costs of battery technology, it is becoming increasingly feasible to support almost 99% of total load with renewable sources, by balancing out the intermittence with batteries [29] . These changes are also leading to the development of a decentralized vision for the future of power-grid operations, in which local peerto-peer energy trading within microgrids can be used to reduce the load on distribution system operators (DSO), leading to the development of transactive energy systems (TES) [10, 25, 35, 41] . A transactive energy system is a set of market based constructs for dynamically balancing the demand and supply across the electrical infrastructure [35] . In this approach, customers connected by transmission and distributions lines can participate in an open market, trading and exchanging energy locally. Customers participating in these markets are known as prosumers. There are typically three phases in the operation of this market: posting offers to buy or sell energy, matching selling offers with buying offers, and synchronized energy transfer to and from the grid.
In theory, these interactions could happen in a centralized manner by communicating all offers to a centralized market, which would match the offers and broadcast the trades back to the individual prosumers. However, in a centralized solution [23] , the market presents a single point of failure. Building a decentralized market for transactive microgrids is challenging because the system has to satisfy a number of requirements. First, the market must be efficient: the system should maximize the utilization of local supply-in meeting local demand-by matching the prosumers in the microgrid, taking advantage of their temporal flexibility in production and consumption. This requirement is crucial since effective trading is the purpose of the system; all other requirements are supporting this one. Second, the market must be safe: the system must prevent negligent or malicious trading from endangering the stability or physical safety of the microgrid by rejecting trades that are unlikely to be delivered or would violate line capacity constraints. 1 Third, the market must be private: the system should conceal information that could be used to infer the prosumers' energy usage patterns. The amount of energy produced, consumed, bought, or sold by any prosumer should be anonymous to other prosumers and limited to the monthly bill for the DSO. This is necessary because such information could be exploited, e.g., to determine when a resident is at home. Fourth, the market must be secure: the system must ensure authenticity, data integrity, and auditability for offers, trades, and bills. Finally, the market must be resilient: it must retain availability even if some nodes or entities (e.g., DSO) are unavailable.
The research community is increasingly advocating the use of distributed ledgers in the energy sector [1] . This is primarily because a distributed ledger can provide an immutable, complete, and fully auditable record of all transactions that have occurred within a system. However, there are still research gaps. For example, Adoni et al. [1] surveyed 140 applications of distributed ledgers and found that 33% were focused on decentralized energy trading, with privacy preservation being one of the key challenges that has not been addressed. They also highlighted balancing supply to demand (stability) as another critical issue. Some works validate transactions using the DSO to ensure that the decentralized energy trades agreed between parties can actually take place. However, doing so comes at a loss of privacy because DSO is made aware of each trade. Brenzikofer et al. consider privacy mechanisms [7] . However, they only incentivize stability though dynamic grid tariffs, and do not actively enforce stability in the sense of limiting trading that can destablize the grid. The work presented this paper addresses the problem of privacy while ensuring the system's safety can be enforced.
Contributions: In this paper, we introduce TRANSAX 2 , a distributed-ledger based transactive energy system. In contrast to prior work, the key innovation of TRANSAX is addressing the requirements of safety, efficiency, privacy, security, and resilience together. The specific contributions of this paper are as follows.
To ensure trading safety, we introduce energy production and consumption assets that represent trading allowances. Based on these assets, we enforce constraints, which can correspond to line capacity constraints, on individual prosumers as well as on groups of prosumers (e.g., prosumers that are connected to the same feeder). Note that the trading safety requirement is not difficult to satisfy by itself; it poses a challenge when combined with the privacy requirement. To provide privacy, we integrate a mixer that enables prosumers to anonymize their production and consumption assets within their groups, and hence trade anonymously. We show that prosumers can remain anonymous within their groups, while the system can still enforce safety constraints (e.g., feeder line capacity) by transforming them into group constraints. We also introduce privacy-preserving billing that enables prosumers to disclose their trades only to their smart meters, which can then perform billing without disclosing anything to the DSO other than the billed amount. 1 Note that this is orthogonal to the physical enforcement of safety which is provided by overcurrent protection units that limit the total current flowing through the microgrid. 2 This paper is a significant extension of our previously published conference papers [14, 26, 27] .
To improve trading efficiency, we provide prosumers with the ability to specify production and consumption offers with temporal flexibility. We solve the trading problem as a linear program, maximizing the energy traded over a long time horizon. We introduce a hybrid architecture for solving this linear program, combining the trustworthiness of distributed ledgers with the efficiency of conventional computational platforms. This hybrid architecture ensures the integrity of data and computational results-as long as majority of the ledger nodes are secure-while allowing the complex computation to be performed by a set of redundant and efficient solvers. The underlying communication substrate is implemented by using a distributed middleware, called Resilient Information Architecture Platform for Smart Grid (RIAPS) [13, 15] .
Outline: We describe our futures trading approach, including extensions to support safety and privacy, in Section 2. We introduce the components of TRANSAX in Section 3, and detail its protocol in Section 4. We analyze how TRANSAX meets key requirements and discuss the tradeoff between privacy and efficiency in Section 5. We present an integrated testbed using GridLAB-D [8] and numerical results in Section 6. Finally, we give an overview of related work in Section 7, followed by conclusions in Section 8.
THE ENERGY TRADING APPROACH
In this section, we formalize our approach to efficient energy trading in TRANSAX. We then extend the formalization to support safety, privacy, and resilience.
We assume the distribution network infrastructure to be a microgrid with a set of feeders. A feeder has a fixed set of nodes, each representing a prosumer, which is a combination of load and distributed energy resources, such as rooftop solar panels and batteries. We assume that the prosumers can predict their future production and consumption based on historical data and anticipated utilization. The prosumers submit energy offers based on their predictions via automated agents that act on behalf of residents (i.e., residents do not need to trade manually). The predictions do not need to be perfect because we assume the existence of a distribution system operator (DSO), which also participates in the market and can supply residual demand not met through the local market. The DSO may use the market to incentivize timed energy production within the microgrid to aid in grid stabilization and in the promotion of related ancillary services [11] through updates to the price policy. To measure the prosumers' energy production and consumption, a smart meter must be deployed at each prosumer. In practice, these smart meters must be tamper resistant to prevent prosumers from "stealing electricity". After a smart meter has measured the net amount of energy consumed by the prosumer in some time interval, it can send the relevant information to the DSO for billing purposes.
Our goal is to find an optimal match between energy production and consumption offers, which we refer as the energy trading problem. Each offer is associated with an identity that belongs to the prosumer that posted the offer. We refer to these identities as accounts, and prosumers may generate any number of them.
Formalization
Let F denote the set of feeders. On each feeder, there is a set of prosumers, who can make offers to buy and sell energy. We assume that time is divided into intervals of fixed length ∆, and we refer to the t-th interval simply as time interval t. For a list of symbols used in the paper, see Table 1 .
For feeder f ∈ F , we let S f and B f denote the set of selling and buying offers posted by prosumers in feeder f , respectively. 3 A selling offer s ∈ S f is a tuple (A s , E s , I s , R s ), where A s is the account that posted the offer, E s is the amount of energy to be sold, I s is the set of time intervals in , C int f maximum allowed net and total, resp., power consumption or production in feeder f ∈ F EP L u , EC L u maximum allowed production and consumption, resp., of prosumer u C e x t д , C int д maximum allowed net and total, resp., power consumption or production in group д ∈ G EP A, ECA asset granting permission to produce or consume, resp., a unit of energy ∆ length of each time interval T cl e ar minimum number of time intervals between the finalization and notification of a trade E t u energy transferred by prosumer u in interval t t f next interval to be finalized t + 1 + T cl e ar Offers S f , B f set of selling and buying offers, resp., from feeder f ∈ F S, B set of all selling and buying offers, resp.
set of all selling and buying offers, resp., submitted by the end of time interval t A s , A b account that posted offers s ∈ S and b ∈ B, resp. E s , E b amount of energy to be sold or bought, resp., by offers s ∈ S and b ∈ B I s , I b time intervals in which energy could be provided or consumed by offers s ∈ S and b ∈ B, resp. R s , R b reservation prices of offers s ∈ S and b ∈ B, resp. M(s), M(b) set of offers that are matchable with offers s ∈ S and b ∈ B, resp. Solution p s,b, t amount of energy that should be provided by s to b in interval t π s,b, t unit price for the energy provided by s to b in interval t Feasible(S, B) set of feasible solutions given sets of selling and buying offers S and B p s,b, t ,π s,b, t finalized trade values Implementation Parameters T h solve horizon (offers beyond horizon t f + T h are not considered by solver) ∆ length of the time step used for simulating the real interval of length ∆ which the energy could be provided, R s is the reservation price, i.e., lowest unit price for which the prosumer is willing to sell energy. Similarly, a buying offer b ∈ B f is a tuple
where the values pertain to consuming/buying energy instead of producing/selling, and R b is the highest price that the prosumer is willing to pay. For convenience, we also let S and B denote the set of all buying and selling offers (i.e., we let S = ∪ f ∈ F S f and B = ∪ f ∈ F B f ). We say that a pair of selling and buying offers s
In other words, a pair of offers is matchable if there exists a price that both prosumers would accept and a time interval in which the seller and buyer could provide and consume energy. For a given selling offer s ∈ S, we let the set of buying offers that are matchable with s be denoted by M(s). Similarly, we let the set of selling offers that are matchable with a buying offer b be denoted by M(b). A solution to the energy trading problem is a pair of vectors (p, π ), where p s,b,t is a non-negative amount of energy that should be provided by offer s ∈ S and consumed by offer b ∈ M(s) in time interval t ∈ I s ∩ I b 4 ; and π s,b,t is the unit price for the energy provided by offer s ∈ S to offer b ∈ M(s) in time interval t ∈ I s ∩ I b .
A pair of vectors (p, π ) is a feasible solution to the energy trading problem if it satisfies the following two constraints. First, the amount of energy sold or bought from each offer is at most the amount of energy offered:
Second, the unit prices are between the reservation prices of the seller and buyer:
The objective of the energy trading problem is to maximize the amount of energy traded. The rationale behind this objective is maximizing the load reduction on the bulk power grid. Formally, an optimal solution to the energy trading problem is
where Feasible(S, B) is the set of feasible solutions given selling and buying offers S and B (i.e., set of solutions satisfying Equations (2) and (3) with S and B).
The above formulation ensures feasibility, which takes the reservation prices into account. However, we do not address how to set the clearing prices in this paper. Clearing prices could be set using an existing approach, e.g., double auction; we discuss how this could be done in Section 8.1.
Safety Extensions
To ensure the safety of the microgrid, we introduce additional constraints on the solution to the energy trading problem. Each prosumer u has independent production and consumption limits, which are denoted by ECL u and EPL u , respectively. Further, each feeder f ∈ F , has a transformer for incoming power, which has a capacity rating. We let C ex t f denote the capacity of the transformer of feeder f . Similarly, the distribution lines and transformers for transferring power within the feeder have capacity ratings as well. We let C int f denote the maximum amount of power that is allowed to be consumed or produced within the feeder at any moment. 5 These constraints are physically enforced by the over-current relays of the circuit breakers and feeders. Now we generalize and introduce the notion of groups. We note that groups can correspond to feeders and support the constraints that we introduced in the previous paragraphs. They allow us to support physical layouts other than strictly feeders, and it will be useful for privacy later. We define a group д to be a set of feeders (i.e., д ⊆ F ). We let G be the set of all groups, and for each group д ∈ G, we introduce group safety limits C int д and C ex t д , which are analogous to feeder limits. A solution is safe if it satisfies the following three constraints. First, the amount of power flowing into or out of a prosumer is within the production and consumption limits in all time intervals:
where S u and B u are the sets buying and selling offers posted by accounts owned by prosumer u. Second, the amount of energy consumed and produced within each group is below the safety limit in all time intervals:
This means that the sum of all the buying and the selling trades cannot exceed the safety limit. 5 In other words, limit C e x t f is imposed on the net production and net consumption of all prosumers in feeder f , while limit C int f is imposed on the total production and consumption of prosumers in feeder f . Third, the amount of power flowing into or out of each group is within the safety limit in all time intervals:
Of the expression in the middle of the inequality, the first term is the total amount of energy sold by the group, and the second term is the total amount of energy bought by the group. Any trades that occurred within the group, or could have, do not end up counting towards the C ex t д limit. Note that expression compared to C int д in Equation (6) is the largest of the buying and selling matches, whereas the expression compared to C ex t д in Equation (7) is the difference between the buying and selling matches; this means that the value compared against C int д will always be larger than the value compared against C ex t д . Thus if C int д < C ex t д then the external limit will never trip, and so we only need to consider C ex t д ≤ C int д . Verifying if a solution is safe in this case is simple, the offers in the solution need only be associated with the group they came from and checked against the constraints.
Privacy Extensions
To protect prosumers' privacy, we let them use anonymous accounts when posting offers. By generating new anonymous accounts, a prosumer can prevent others from linking the anonymous accounts to its actual identity, thereby keeping its trading activities private. However, anonymous accounts pose a threat to safety. Since the energy trading formalization with safety extension (see Equations (5) - (7) ) discussed earlier requires the offers to be associated with the prosumer to enforce prosumer-level constraints and with the group from which they originated in order to be able to enforce group-level safety constraints. Without these associations prosumers, can generate any number of anonymous accounts, and post selling and buying offers for large amounts of energy without any intention of delivering and without facing any repercussions. A malicious or faulty prosumer could easily destabilize the grid with this form of reckless trading. Consequently, the amount of energy that may be traded by anonymous accounts belonging to a prosumer must be limited.
To enforce the prosumer-level constraints we introduce the concept of energy production and consumption assets, which allows us to disassociate the limiting of assets from the anonymity of offers. First, an energy production asset (EPA) is tuple (E EPA , I EPA , G EPA ), where
• E EPA is the permission to sell a specific non-negative amount of energy to be produced, • I EPA is the set of intervals for which the asset is valid, and • G EPA is the group that the asset is associated with. Second an energy consumption asset (ECA) represents a permission to buy a specific amount of energy and is defined by the same fields. For this asset, however, the fields define energy consumption instead of production. Each prosumer u is only permitted to withdraw assets up to the limits EPL u and ECL u into a non-anonymous account.
These assets can be moved to anonymous accounts in an untraceable way, but still retain their group association and the sum of the assets remains constant. Production assets are required to post a selling offer, and consumption assets are required to post a buying offer. For the offer to be valid, the account posting the offer must have assets that cover the amount and intervals offered. When a trade is finalized the assets are exchanged. We will provide more details on how they fit into the trading approach in Section 4.
To enforce group-level safety we only provide group-level anonymity, meaning that an offer can be traced back to its group of origin, but not to the individual prosumer within the group. When forming a group the safety constraints will need to be set appropriately. We will discuss how they should be set and the associated energy trading capacity costs in Section 5.2.
Iterative Solutions Extension
In our basic problem formulation, we assumed that all buying and selling offers B and S are available at once, and we cleared the market in one take. In practice, however, the market conditions and the physical state of the DSO and prosumers may change over time, making it advantageous to submit new offers. Updating or cancelling offers could also be beneficial, however we do not provide that functionality here, but we describe how it could be accomplished in Section 8.1. As new offers are posted we need to recompute the solution. While new offers can increase the amount of energy traded, the trade values p s,b,t and π s,b,t need to be finalized at some point in time. At the very latest, values for interval t need to be finalized by the end of interval t − 1; otherwise, participants would have no chance of actually delivering the trade.
Here, we extend the energy trading problem to accommodate a time-varying offer set (where offers can be unmatched, matched and pending, or matched and finalized), and a time constraint for finalizing trades. Our approach finalizes only trades that need to be finalized, which maximizes efficiency while providing safety. We assume that all trades for time interval t ′ (i.e., all values p s,b,t ′ and π s,b,t ′ ) must be finalized and the trading prosumers must be notified by the end of time interval t ′ −T cl ear − 1 (see Fig. 1 ), where T cl ear is a positive integer constant that is set by the DSO. In other words, if the current interval is t, then all intervals up to t + T cl ear have already been finalized. Preventing "last-minute" changes can be crucial for safety and fairness since it allows both the DSO and the prosumers to prepare for delivering (or consuming) the right amount of power. In practice, the value of T cl ear must be chosen accounting for both physical constraints (e.g., how long it takes to turn on a generator) and communication delay (e.g., some participants might learn of a trade with delay due to network disruptions).
We letp s,b,t andπ s,b,t denote the finalized trade values, and we let B (t ) and S (t ) denote the set of buying and selling offers that participants have submitted by the end of time interval t. Then, the system takes the following steps at the end of each time interval t. First, find an optimal solution (p * , π * ) to the extended energy trading problem:
Second, finalize trade values for time interval t f based on the optimal solution (p * , π * ):
By taking the above steps at the end of each time interval, trades are always cleared based on as much information as possible (i.e., considering as many offers as possible) 6 without violating any safety or timing constraints. Note that here Feasible(S, B) now also includes the safety constraints (5), (6) , and (7) .
Temporal parameters (t is current interval, t f is the interval to be finalized).
Linear-Programming Solution:
To find the optimal solution efficiently, we frame the energy trading problem as a linear program. First, we create real-valued variables p s,b,t and π s,b,t for each
Then, the following reformulation of the matching problem is a linear program:
subject to the constraint Equations, which can all be expressed as linear inequalities (2), (3), (5), (6), (7) , and p ≥ 0 and π ≥ 0. (14) . (4) can be formulated as a linear program and be solved efficiently (i.e., in polynomial time), the number of variables {p s,b,t } may grow prohibitively high as the number of offers and time intervals that they span increases. In practice, this may pose a significant challenge for solving the energy trading problem for larger transactive microgrids. A key observation that helps us tackle this challenge is that even though prosumers may post offers whose latest intervals are far in the future, the optimal solution for the finalized interval typically depends on only a few intervals ahead of the finalization deadline. Indeed, we have observed that considering intervals in the far future has little effect on the optimal solution for the interval that is to be finalized next (see Fig. 7 ).
Practical Considerations. Even though Equation
Consequently, for practical solvers, we introduce a planning horizon T h (see Fig. 1 ) that limits the intervals that need to be considered for a solution: for anyt > t f + T h , we set p s,b,t = 0, where t f is the earliest interval that has not been finalized. By "pruning" the set of free variables, we can significantly improve the performance of the solver with negligible effect on solution quality (see Fig. 7 ). This results in the following "pruned" objective function:
TRANSAX COMPONENTS
In this section, we introduce the components of TRANSAX (see Fig. 2 ), which implement the functionality described in the previous section. The components are built on top of RIAPS [15, 52] . For brevity, we do not elaborate on the role of RIAPS in this paper, and refer interested readers to [27] .
DSO
The DSO is a trusted entity that manages the microgrid, handling financial operations like sending monthly bills, and functional operations like registering new smart meters. Monthly bills are handled in conjunction with the smart meter. The DSO meets the prosumers' residual demand and supply, i.e., consumption and production that they did not trade in advance due to inaccurate predictions or lack of trade partners. For each interval, the DSO sets the prices π S t and π B t for this residual energy consumption and production, respectively, which will be used by the smart meter for billing (see Section 4.4) .
Registration means adding a new smart meter to the platform when it is installed for a prosumer. Registration includes assigning the smart meter to the prosumer's group and setting the prosumer's limits EPL and ECL according to the amount of energy the hardware connected to the smart meter can feasibly produce and consume respectively. The DSO can update these limits as required due to changes in the hardware monitored by the smart meter.
Prosumers
Prosumers are able to withdraw assets for each interval from the platform up to the limits set by the DSO, and trade those assets with other prosumers. To protect their privacy, they may also create new anonymous accounts and use them for trading. To maintain the anonymity of these accounts, prosumers always transfer assets to them through a anonymizing mixer. The mixer ensures that accounts cannot be linked to the prosumer that owns them. The mixer is implemented as a protocol that happens between prosusumers, not through the DSO or other central entity. We discuss mixing and how it fits in the workflow in Section 4.2.
Smart Meter
The role of the smart meter is to measure the prosumer's energy production and consumption, to monitor the assets allocated to the prosumer, and to provide privacy-preserving billing.
The smart meter checks that all assets withdrawn by a prosumer are accounted for. It also measures how much energy the prosumer transferred, ensuring that it does not exceed the ECL or EPL limits, and how much was not part of a trade. The amount that was not accounted for in trades is used to compute how much the prosumer owes the DSO for the interval. Each billing cycle (e.g., monthly) the smart meter sends that information to the DSO so it can bill the prosumer. This way the DSO has no fine-grained information on the energy profile of the consumer, it only knows the amount it needs to be paid for the energy it provided during that cycle. We discuss the workflow of the smart meter in Section 4.4.
Smart Contract
Smart-contracts are programs that provide trustworthy, general-purpose computation. Since they are trusted, they are suitable for financial settlements and have been implemented on various platforms including distributed ledgers. Contracts that utilize distributed ledgers are beneficial because they enable the decentralized enforcement of the contract rather than relying on a single trusted entity. We use a blockchain-based smart contract, since it provides a distributed ledger, to enable sensitive market features like asset trading and financial transactions.
The distributed ledger provides immutable storage service for offers, solutions, safety constraints, and a notification log of events. Prosumers and solvers check for these events and perform actions based on them. Offers are posted to the ledger using the smart contract functions. Valid offers must simply contain the format specified in Section 2 and the account posting the offer must have assets to cover what is offered. If an offer is valid, it is accepted and made available to other services through the smart contract.
Hybrid Solver
Although solving linear programs is not computationally hard, it can be challenging with a large number of variables and constraints in resource-constrained computing environments. Since computation is relatively expensive on blockchain-based distributed platforms 7 , solving even the "pruned" energy trading problem from Equation (15) might be infeasible using a blockchain-based smart contract. In light of this, we propose a hybrid implementation approach, which combines the trustworthiness of blockchain-based smart contracts with the efficiency of more traditional computational platforms.
The key idea of our hybrid approach is to (1) use high-performance computers to solve the computationally expensive linear program off-blockchain and then (2) use a smart contract to record the solution on the blockchain. To implement this hybrid approach securely and reliably, we must account for the following issues.
• Computation that is performed off-blockchain does not satisfy the auditability and security requirements that smart contracts do. Thus, the results of any off-blockchain computation must be verified in some way by the smart contract before recording them on the blockchain. • Due to network disruptions and other errors (including deliberate denial-of-service attacks), the off-blockchain solver might fail to provide the smart contract with a solution on time (i.e., before trades are supposed to be finalized). Thus, the smart contract must be able to proceed without an up-to-date solution. • For the sake of reliability, the smart contract should accept solutions from multiple off-blockchain sources; however, these sources might provide different solutions. Thus, the smart contract must be able to choose from multiple solutions (some of which may come from a compromised computer).
Smart Contract based Solution Verification.
Apart from storing data (Section 3.4), our smart contract is also designed to (1) verify whether a solution (p, π ) is feasible and (2) compute the value of the objective function for a feasible solution. Compared to finding an optimal solution, these operations are computationally inexpensive, and they can easily be performed on a blockchainbased decentralized platform. Using these capabilities, the smart contract provides the following functionality:
• Solutions may be submitted to the contract at any time. The contract verifies the feasibility of each submitted solution, and if the solution is feasible, then it computes the value of the objective 7 Further, Solidity, the preferred high-level language for Ethereum, currently lacks built-in support for certain features that would facilitate the implementation of a linear programming solver, such as floating-point arithmetics [54] .
function. The contract always keeps track of the best feasible solution submitted so far, which we call the candidate solution.
• At the end of each time interval t, the contract finalizes the trade values for interval t f = t + T cl ear + 1 based on the candidate solution. 8 3.5.2 Off-blockchain Matching Solver. We complement the smart contract with an efficient linear programming solver, specifically CPLEX 9 , which can be run off-blockchain, on any capable computer (or multiple computers for reliability). The solver is run periodically to find a solution to the energy trading problem based on the latest set of offers posted. Once a solution is found by the matching solver, it is submitted to the smart contract in a blockchain transaction. Note that if new offers have been posted since the solver started working on the solution, the contract will still consider the solution to be feasible. This is because any feasible solution for sets S and B also being feasible for supersets S ′ ⊇ S and B ′ ⊇ B.
From the perspective of the solver, being able to submit multiple solutions to the contract for the same problem has many advantages. For example, it allows the linear programming solver to be run as an anytime algorithm. Further, we can allow multiple-potentially untrusted-entities to try to solve the problem and submit solutions, since the smart contract will always choose the best feasible one. This is especially important in microgrids where a trusted third party is not guaranteed to always be present. In such settings, prosumers can be allowed to volunteer and provide solutions to the energy trading problem. 10 Thereby, we enable finding solutions in an efficient and very flexible manner, while reaping the benefits of smart contracts, such as auditability and trustworthiness.
TRANSAX PROTOCOL
In this section, we describe how the components introduced in the previous section interact via the TRANSAX protocol, which is depicted in Fig. 3 
Registration
When a new customer is added to the grid, a smart meter is installed. The DSO registers the smart meter by calling 1 11 registerSmartMeter on the TRANSAX smart contract. This call sets the asset allocation limits for that customer and records which feeder it is located on in the grid. The customer then registers as a prosumer with TRANSAX by calling 2 registerProsumer.
The registration information requires each prosumer to specify a smart meter, and to provide a DSO certified public address that corresponds to the specified smart meter for the DSO to use when allocating assets. Since the smart meter is associated with a specific feeder, the smart contract adds the prosumer to the group associated with that feeder. This is required to ensure that feeder-level safety constraints can be correctly applied. The registrations can happen asynchronously, allowing new prosumers to join at any time, even long after trading has commenced. The registration process occurs only once for each smart meter and prosumer. Once registered, a prosumer may participate in the following trading protocol repeatedly. 8 If no solution has been submitted to the contract so far, which might be the case right after the trading system has been launched, p = 0 may be used as a candidate solution. 9 https://www.ibm.com/analytics/cplex-optimizer 10 Of course, each prosumer will try to submit a solution that favors the prosumer. However, the submitted solution still needs to be superior with respect to the optimization objective, which roughly corresponds to social utility. Hence, each prosumer is incentivized to improve social utility by submitting superior solutions that favor the prosumer. We leave the analysis of these incentives for future work. 11 The circled numbers correspond to the numbered edges in 
Mixing
Once a prosumer has registered, it may withdraw assets into their public address for future intervals by calling 3 withdrawAssets. After withdrawing assets, a prosumer could make offers using postOffer. However, if it made offers using its public account, then the trades could be traced back to the prosumer, thereby violating the privacy requirements. Instead, the prosumer creates anonymous addresses and transfers the assets from its public address to the anonymous addresses via 4 mixing assets with other prosumers. They can do this within their assigned groups by executing a decentralized mixing protocol such as the one described in [46] . Within the group, each prosumer supplies anonymous addresses and the amount to be deposited in each address. They also supply a public address containing the assets that will be transferred to the anonymous addresses. Then, the prosumers execute the protocol, transferring the assets anonymously, without associating them with the public addresses. If the prosumer transferred assets to a new "anonymous" account directly without using mixing, then the new account would not truly be anonymous as there would be no difficulty in tying it back to the prosumer.
Trading
Now the prosumers can post anonymous offers using their anonymous accounts by calling function 5 postOffer. The smart contract checks that the account posting the offer has assets that cover the amount and intervals specified in the offer. If not then the offer is rejected. If the offer is valid the smart contract then emits event 6 OfferPosted, notifying the off-chain matching solvers. The matching solvers may wait for many prosumers to post many offers, but eventually, it pairs buying and selling offers and posts the solutions by calling function 7 postSolution. The smart contract checks the solution to make sure that it is feasible according to the feasibility requirements described in Section 2, including checking that the trades do not exceed the group capacity constraint. If the solution is valid, then smart contract saves it and emits event 8 SolutionPosted, notifying the prosumers of the current candidate solution. Additional solutions may be submitted by any solver, and if those solutions are valid and superior, i.e., they trade more energy, then the smart contract will update the candidate solution.
Billing
As an interval comes to a close, the DSO calls 12 function 9 finalize which means that offers for interval t f are no longer accepted and the smart contract transfers funds from the consuming offer's account to the producing offer's account. It also exchanges the EPA assets of the seller for the ECA assets of the buyer and vise versa for each of the matched offers. The call also emits the 10 Finalized event, notifying the solvers to update their solving interval, and the prosumers that the trades for interval t f have been finalized. If a prosumer posts offers with many anonymous accounts, it will have to aggregate all the corresponding trades to determine how much power it is expected to produce/consume during that interval when it arrives. Once the prosumers are notified of the trades, they call function 11 deposit to transfer all assets for the finalized interval from the prosumers anonymous accounts to an anonymous account owned by their smart meter.
The smart meter checks that the total amount of assets deposited matches the amount withdrawn for the finalized interval. This ensures that there are no trades that have not been accounted for. It also compares the total of all production assets that were deposited against the production originally withdrawn to compute the net energy sold (∆EPA = EPA deposit − EPA withdraw ). Then when the interval t arrives and the power is 12 transferred, the smart meter measures energy production/consumption. Let E t u be net energy production (negative value represent net consumption) of prosumer u at time interval t. The smart meter compares the net energy production (consumption) against the EPL (ECL) of the prosumer to make sure it does not violate the safety constraint. It then computes the difference between the net energy sold and the net energy production to get the residual production (again, negative values are residual consumption). The residual production or consumption is multiplied by the DSO sell or buy prices, respectively, to compute what the prosumer owes the DSO each interval. Every 13 billing cycle the smart meter sums the cost of the residuals and sends that to the DSO so the DSO can send the monthly bill. The bill B t u of prosumer u for timeslot t, which will be paid by the prosumer to the DSO, is
where π S t is how much the DSO pays to purchase power and π B t is how much the DSO charges for power. The prices could be functions of E t u + ∆EPA, to charge more as the deviation from the predicted energy requirements increase. The price schedule is set for each timeslot t by the DSO.
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we first describe how the TRANSAX design ensures the security, resilience and safety of the system. Then, we provide a discussion on the inherent trade-offs between efficiency, and privacy.
Requirement Evaluation

Security and Safety.
The underlying blockchain platform provides basic security features, so we are not concerned with the operations occurring on the blockchain. We are concerned with the secure and reliable operation of the solver. Similarly, the basic safety of the system is handled by the constrains described in Section 2.2. The safety constraints are applied correctly and reliably by the same contract. An adversary cannot force the contract to finalize trades based on an unsafe (i.e., infeasible) solution since such a solution would be rejected. Similarly, an adversary cannot force the contract to choose an inferior solution instead of a superior one. In sum, the only action available to the adversary is proposing a superior feasible solution, which would actually improve energy trading in the microgrid.
5.1.2
Resilience. Now we show that our contract is reliable and can tolerate temporary disruptions in the DSO, solvers, or the communication network. First, since the finalize contract function is time guarded any entity can call it, and the system can progress without a DSO which is only required for registering new prosumers and their smart metters. Second, notice that any solution (p, π ) that is feasible for sets S and B is also feasible for supersets S ′ ⊇ S and B ′ ⊇ B. As the sets of offers can only grow over time, the contract can use a candidate solution submitted during time interval t to finalize trades in any subsequent time interval τ > t. In fact, without receiving new solutions, the difference between the amount of finalized trades and the optimum will increase only gradually: since the earlier candidate solution can specify trades for any future time interval, the difference is only due to the offers that have been posted since the solution was found and submitted. Thus, the system can continue making trades using older valid solutions 5.1.3 Trading Efficiency. The trading platform we have presented is able to support efficient trading through temporal flexibility. We show this through Example 1. As a reminder, this is due to prosumers being able to specify their production/consumption capacities and preferences (i.e., reservation prices) via offers and the linear-program finding an optimal matching. In Section 6.2, we show using simulation that energy trading reduces the load on the power grid. Example 1. Consider a community with two prosumers (P 1 , P 2 ) and one consumer (C 1 ) on a single feeder. We divide each day into 15 minute intervals. Let us assume that P 1 has the ability to transfer 10 kW into the feeder during interval 48, which translates to 12:00pm-12:15pm. Assume similarly that P 2 can also provide 30 kW to the feeder in interval 48, but it has battery storage. Since P 2 has battery-unlike P 1 , who must either transfer the energy or waste it-P 2 can delay the transfer until a future interval, e.g., interval 49. Now suppose that C 1 needs to consume 30 kW in interval 48 and 10 kW in interval 49. A possible solution would be to provide all 30 kW to C 1 from P 2 in interval 48. However, that will lead to the waste of energy provided by P 1 . Thus, a better solution will be to consume 10 kW from P 1 in interval 48 and 20 kW from P 2 in interval 48. Then, transfer 10 kW from P 2 in interval 49, which is more efficient than the first matching as it allows more energy (summed across the intervals) to be transferred. Thus, we see that permitting temporal flexibility can significantly increase trading volume, though it does increase the size of the optimization problem, increasing computational complexity.
Privacy.
The platform provides pseudo-anonymity as the individual offers cannot be tied back to the prosumer who posted them since the offer is only affiliated with an anonymous address and contains only the energy amount and reservation price. Additionally the DSO does not know the total amount of energy utilized by the prosumers thanks to the anonymous billing via the smart meter. However, to preserve safety, some information about the prosumers needs to be public to allow checking of the offers to ensure that they are safe, or limit the resources available to them.
In our design, we assume that the consumption (ECL) and production (EPL) limits of each prosumer are public information, as well as which feeder a prosumer is on. The group safety constraints C int д and C ex t д are also public. Recall that the smart contract ensures that no prosumer can withdraw more assets than the specified limits, and that any offer which violates the recorded safety constraints will be rejected. As a result, the only way to violate the safety requirements is if the asset limits or safety constraints are set incorrectly, which is not allowed by our design. However, as we will show below it is possible to improve privacy by choosing a conservative safety constraint for a group or a conservative limit on the maximum assets a prosumer can withdraw, which impacts the trading efficiency. Consider the following example for illustration.
Example 2. Given a group д with an internal constraint of C int д = 30 with prosumer p1 with EPL = 10 and p2 with EPL = 20. Assume that the prosumers in this group have anonymized their assets. If the total assets traded by the group -call it T f -is below 10 there is no way to definitively say that either prosumer is trading. If the assets traded by f exceeds 10 then we know that p2 is trading at least T f − 10 since p1 can only produce 10. If T f > 20 then we know that p1 is trading at least T f − 20. If T f = 30 or 0 then we know the full state of the feeder, either both are at maximum capacity or are off. To improve anonymity, the feeder as a whole should not trade more that 10. This however reduces trading efficiency considerably. However if both prosumers have an EPL = 15 then anonymity is improved until trading exceeds 15. Thus it is important to select the constraints carefully. We discuss this in Section 5.2.
Tradeoff between Privacy and Efficiency
Note that safety of the system is a primary requirement and we cannot compromise it.
Selecting Group Constraints.
When the group is limited to a single feeder, the safety constraints are simply the feeder's constraints. However, in a group, once the accounts are anonymous, we cannot tell which feeder they belong to. Thus, to preserve safety, the constraints need to be modified. To do this, the set of feeders are transformed into a group by treating all the prosumers in those feeders as though they were on a common feeder. Since the offers are anonymous at the group-level, the system can treat the group as a single feeder with two prosumers: one which posts production offers and one which post consumption offers (see Fig. 4 ). Now we discuss how the group constraints can be set to ensure safety, and how much this costs in terms of trading efficiency. We define this as the cost of privacy:
In order to safely provide privacy, some amount of energy transfer (which would otherwise be satisfied by the trades) is lost. This is the cost of privacy.
First, EPL u and ECL u are the same type of constraint representing a negative or positive flow of energy, so we will use EL u to represent both in our analysis, but in each case the equations refer to both. We also have the smart contract set C ex t д = C int д and refer to it as C д for now. When setting the group safety limits, there are two cases to consider. We present them below. Case 1. There is a set of prosumers in the group that is capable of exceeding the safety constraint of the feeder they are on.
Assume a microgrid with feeders F and groups G, wherein EL for each prosumer and C f for each feeder can have any value. In order for this system to be safe, C д for every group д must be:
Proof. Assume Equation (17) is false, and that the system is safe. This means ∃C f < u ∈f EL u and C д > C f . Let u ∈f EL u = C д -then the prosumers in f can trade EL assets. This exceeds the feeder safety limit, and the system is not safe. Equation (17) must therefore be true. □ Thus, the best value for the group constraint is when Equation (17) is equality. This means that the group as a whole can at most produce the same amount as the single smallest of its internal feeders. The cost in this case is:
Simply, the cost is the amount by which the potential trades exceed the safety constraint. Given a microgrid with feeders F and groups G where C f can have any value and
group constraint should be set as C д = f ∈д C f to maximize trading, and trades can be done safely.
Proof. Assume a microgrid is not safe and Equation (19) is true. Then, ∃f such that u ∈f EL u > C f . But, Equation (19) says this is not allowed. So, the system is safe. □ In this case, there is no cost to group privacy. The safety is provided by the the asset withdrawal limits rather than the group constraint. Note that case 1 can be converted to case 2 by modifying the prosumer limits so that the prosumers on a feeder cannot access assets that exceed their feeder's safety constraint. How the production and consumption limits are set can be negotiated by the DSO and the prosumers during installation.
A consideration when converting from case 1 to case 2: since the prosumers have the capability to exceed C int f , they also exceed C ex t f . Now, if instead of being equal (as we assumed in the beginning), C int f > C ex t f , then there is a cost associated with adding that feeder to a group, where the maximum cost is C int f − C ex t f . This cost is incurred because trades internal to the feeder can't be distinguished from trades which are external, so the total amount traded by the feeder must not exceed C ex t f . Otherwise, the external feeder over-current relay would trip. As a result, the prosumer must not be able to withdraw assets greater than their external feeder limit, resulting in the cost.
Insights on Grouping.
Based on the analysis of the effects of privacy on efficiency, the best strategy is to limit the trading assets of the prosumers such that they remain less than the feeder constraints. This means that all feeders can be safely grouped. The cost of grouping feeders is the loss of flexibility in trading due to the rigid asset limits. The cost will be at most the feeder limit minus the prosumer asset limit, if that prosumer has the capacity to reach the feeder limit, and if no other prosumers in its feeder are trading. This could be mitigated by an additional mixing and trading step within the feeder, but we have not examined this possibility in detail. There is a second criterion that may influence grouping decisions. There is information leakage, and at the extremes (max load, zero load) anonymity ceases to exist. We assume that generally this will not be the case, and the odds of that occurring diminish if there are many feeders in the group. Information leakage can be reduced by setting all the asset limits to the same value for all prosumers. The maximum system cost of this is the difference between the feeder limit and the sum of the prosumer limits. To reduce information leakage, groups should consist of feeders with similar limits.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we present a simulation testbed that we developed for evaluating TRANSAX, as well as our initial results illustrating its effectiveness in reducing the load on the bulk power grid.
The system to demonstrate the simulation platform has three major parts. First, the simulation is controlled by a Python agent that sends simulation status and receives actuation commands from TRANSAX. Second, we use GridLAB-D as a discrete-time distribution network simulator. Third, messages and time steps between the Python agent and GridLAB-D are coordinated by the Framework for Network Co-Simulation 13 .
6.1 Testbed 6.1.1 Distribution System. The distribution system is modeled using GridLAB-D and is simulated on an x86 computer with and i7 processor and 24GB of RAM. The distribution topology (see Fig. 5 ) consists of a single substation feeding three main overhead lines that are connected to prosumers. The lines below the main lines represent prosumers that are modeled as houses with battery and solar panels can either consume or produce energy depending on the net output of the solar panels and battery, and those above represent prosumers that have loads and only consume. For the demonstration discussed in this paper, the simulation was built with 9 producer nodes and 6 consumer nodes. The control logic of each prosumer is executed on single board computer (specifically the BeagleBone Black 14 ).
Simulation Time Synchronization.
The Python agent is the interface that relays data between the GridLAB-D simulation and TRANSAX, as well as synchronizes time between GridLAB-D's variable time-step solver and TRANSAX's matching solver. The solution frequency is a system parameter. In this demonstration, TRANSAX posted trades for each 15-minute interval of logical time.
The most important feature of this demonstration is its methodology for synchronizing time between GridLAB-D and TRANSAX. As noted above, GridLAB-D and TRANSAX are time synchronized through the Python Agent. The Python agent forces GridLAB-D's variable time step solver to pause at each logical 15-minute interval. The Python agent waits until it receives a step request to continue from TRANSAX. While GridLAB-D is paused, the Python agent and TRANSAX send all the necessary messages for TRANSAX to find and post finalized trades. After 2 minutes of real-time, TRANSAX sends a step request to the Python agent, and the Python agent actuates its control parameters for the next interval and commands GridLAB-D to simulate the next 15 minutes of logical time. This process recurs iteratively for the duration of the simulation's logical time. The time synchronization strategy outlined is scalable to any desired time period for the TRANSAX solver. The strategy provides freedom to run experiments such as how the solver's time period effects the energy traded, the stability of the finalized trades, and the computational complexity. 6.1.3 System Message Structure. The general message structure between GridLAB-D, the Python agent, and TRANSAX is shown in Fig. 6 . While GridLAB-D is paused, TRANSAX agents request charge status for their batteries in the GridLAB-D simulation. They use this data, along with their predicted energy usage, to create a bid which is sent to TRANSAX. TRANSAX agents send the finalized trades back to the Python agent. The Python agent sets each simulated node's power output for the next interval based on the finalized trades from TRANSAX by modifying GridLAB-D system parameters. In this demonstration, the Python agent only meets the finalized trades by modifying battery power outputs. However, the Python agent has control over all the dynamically modifiable parameters in GridLAB-D. As a consequence, future demonstrations could incorporate more control parameters such as curtailments to solar output or curtailments to energy used by pure consumers.
6.1.4 Setup. The experiment setup to test TRANSAX and the simulation contained 9 producers and 6 consumers for a total of 15 nodes in the distribution network. The simulation ran in logical time from 08:00 to 20:00 for a total of 12 hours. The experiment was run in two scenarios. First, the simulation was run without a link to TRANSAX. In this scenario, the batteries were not set to output any power to demonstrate the behavior of the system without a transactive energy system. Second, the simulation was run in conjunction with TRANSAX to demonstrate the efficacy of the transactive energy solver. During our experiments, we speed up the simulation by letting the real-time length of the time interval be∆ < ∆ where∆ = 2min and ∆ = 15min. Note that∆ is the amount of real time passed in the simulation before proceeding to the next interval. This allows us to speed up the experiments without compromising our results since running the system slower would be easier.
Results
6.2.1
Varying the time horizon. We ran multiple simulations of a microgrid varying the value of T h and selected a time interval during which we measured the memory usage and energy traded. In Fig. 7 , we see that as the time horizon increases so does the memory usage and energy traded until T h = 30 at which point there is not additional gain to energy traded. The time horizon also impacts the CPU utilization of the solver (not shown). This demonstrates that we can improve solver performance and still obtain quality solutions. 6.2.2 Trading Impact. The simulation was first run without battery power output and without any control by TRANSAX. This output was used to generate an energy profile for each prosumer for each interval. Then. the simulation was repeated with the prosumers submitting offers matching their energy profile to the TRANSAX system to test the effect that batteries can have to mitigate load and utilize solar overproduction. For this reason, this test represents an ideal scenario with accurate bids for each 15 minute interval. Fig. 9 shows the comparison of substation loads with and without TRANSAX. The horizontal axis is the simulated time since the start of the simulation. The vertical axis shows the power load on the substation, negative values signify that prosumer generation exceeds their loads. Without TRANSAX the system solar generation begins to outproduce the Fig. 11 . Green: sum of all production offers for each interval. Red: negative sum of all consumption offers for each interval. Blue: sum of all energy traded in each interval, whose maximum value is the minimum of the production and consumption offers. system load within the first interval. The solar reaches its peak production around 12:45. Finally, at 16:45, the load becomes greater than the solar production and the substation load is positive. The inclusion of TRANSAX dramatically reduces the need for the substation backup. From 8:00 to 16:45, the overproduction of solar meant that the batteries on the system were charging, which mitigated the negative load on the substation. After 16:45, the batteries on the system discharged and mitigated the positive load on the system. Fig. 10 shows the average battery charge level across all 9 batteries. At the end of the simulation (20:00), the average battery only had a 25% charge. This means that if the simulation were to go further into the night, there would not have been enough battery capacity to power the house loads for the entirety of the night. Fig. 11 shows the total amount of energy offered for each interval, as well as the total amount of energy recorded in trades. In Fig. 12 we see that the trades recorded (Blue) are reasonably consistent with the measured load (orange) on the system, with one notable exception at 14:15. The deviations occur because currently the prosumers assume that over an interval the solar input will remain constant, and this value is used when making offers. Fig. 8 shows the time required by the platform to find the optimal matching of a set of offers (green), as well as that time combined with the time required to submit that solution to the smart contract (blue). The majority of the time spent is due to the smart contract communications.
The results of the simulation with TRANSAX are promising. TRANSAX found energy trade solutions for each interval that resulted in an overall mitigation of substation load. The distribution was not completely independent of the substation feeder; there was still a need for a connection to the larger distribution grid.
Finally, these results demonstrate that the developed simulation platform can effectively time synchronize and integrate with a transactive energy system like TRANSAX. This simulation platform is flexible and reusable, and it can be used in future experiments to thoroughly investigate the performance of TRANSAX for many different parameters.
RELATED WORK
Existing Deployments
Existing deployments are limited and so far have not published results. The closest is Wörner et al. [55] , who have developed an implementation of their peer-to-peer energy market and deployed it to a town in Switzerland. Their goal is to to gather empirical evidence to answer the question of what are the benefits of a blockchain system in the electricity use case. Their study will conclude at the end of 2019, at which time they will analyze the data to determine the performance of the blockchain system. To motivate the design of their system, they carried out a targeted literature review, and selected "a double auction with discriminative pricing as the most suitable market mechanism for electricity exchange. "
Buyer-Seller Matching
After prosumers presented their energy availabilities and demands in form of offers, these offers need to be matched. Researchers have proposed two approaches for this problem. [57] which protects users' privacy from adversary matchers. Nunna et al. [40] proposed the symmetrical allocation problem based on native auction algorithm to match buyers and sellers. PowerLedger [32] uses another mechanism to match offers. Offers are broken into equal portions and matched together e.g., when a new consumer arrives, it will receive the equal allocation from the energy pool in the area.
Auction.
Another approach to match buyers' offers to sellers' is to use auctioning approaches. Majumder et al. [33] proposed a double auction mechanism before the era of blockchains where the controller doesn't need the users' data. As a result, the privacy of bidders and sellers will be preserved. In the era of blockchains, Kang et al. [22] and Guerrero [18] used double auctions to match parties and not goods in blockchains. To ensure integrity of results of matching, Wang [53] proposed a multi-signed digital certificate. Khorsani et al. [24] designed a greedy algorithm with the averaging auction mechanism to match buyers with higher price to sellers with lower prices. Zhao et al. [61] created a two phase auctioning algorithm to find the optimal pricing for bids. Finally, Zhang et al. [59] developed a non-cooperative auctioning game and used it to find the optimal solution for the matching problem using the Nash Equilibrium.
Online Information Management Platforms
Information Management Platform are designed to collect, process, transmit, and analyze data. In this context, data collection usually happens at the edge because that is where edge devices with sensors are deployed to monitor surrounding environments. TRANSAX does not suggest a specific data collection methodology. Rather, it follows an actor-driven design pattern where "prosumer" actors can integrate their own agents into TRANSAX by using the provided APIs. Another concern of these platforms is the cost of processing. Traditionally, this problem was solved using scalable cloud resources in-house [47] . However, TRANSAX enables a decentralized ecosystem, where components of the platform can run directly on edge nodes, which is one of the reasons why we designed it to be asynchronous in nature.
To an extent, the information architecture of TRANSAX can be compared to dataflow engines, such as Storm 15 , Spark 16 , and S4 [38] . All of these existing dataflow engines use some form of a computation graph, comprising computation nodes and dataflow edges. These engines are designed for batch-processing and/or stream-processing high volumes of data in resource intensive nodes, and do not necessarily provide additional "platform services" like trust management or solver nodes.
Grid Control and Stability
One integral part of smart-grids are the microgrid controllers which ensure stability and resiliency of the microgrid. They enable transition of the microgrid from grid-connected to islanded [30, 50] so that the failures in the grid do not cascade to other areas similar to the outage event back in 1999 Sao Paulo, Brazil [60] . Currently, most of microgrid controllers are centralized [23] which are vulnerable to cyber-threats and privacy issues. A large spectrum of cyber-threats are applicable on centralized microgrid controllers with single-point-of-failure ranging from attackers eavesdropping on channels between the controllable resource and the centralized controller to steal critical information of the users or network infrastructure, performing DDOS attacks on the centralized controller, or manipulation of demand via IoT (MadIoT) attacks [19] to injecting malware into the market operation system and manipulate settings, such as DLMP limits or clearing time interval similar to the notable cyber-attack against Ukrainian power systems in December 2015 [28, 58] .
Due to these drawbacks of centralized grid controls, industry is transforming from centralized to decentralized [48, 56] . The aim of TRANSAX is to create a decentralized transactive energy market which ensures privacy and security of users while maintaining stability and resiliency of the grid.
Security and Privacy
7.5.1 Communication Security. First step to preserve users' privacy and anonymity in a distributed system is to provide communication privacy. Without this, an adversary can discern who is making a function call or sending a message over the network based on the sender's MAC address, IP address, or route to destination. Existing protocols for low-latency communication anonymity include onion routing [43] , the similar garlic routing [31] , STAC [21] , and the decentralized Matrix protocol 17 . However, Murdoch and Danezis [37] show that a low-cost traffic analysis is possible of the Tor-network, theoretically and experimentally. Communication security is an orthogonal research problem to TRANSAX. 7.5.2 Address Anonymity. Communication anonymity is necessary but not sufficient for anonymous trading, as the cryptographic objectives of authentication and legitimacy are not fulfilled. We suggest using cryptographic techniques from distributed ledgers, blockchains, and cryptocurrencies. The most adopted one, Bitcoin allows for very simple digital cash spending but has serious privacy and anonymity flaws [2, 4, 44] . Additionally, Biryukov and Pustogarov, 2015, show that using Bitcoin over the Tor network opens a new attack surface [5] . Solutions to the tracing and identification problems identified by these researchers have been proposed and implemented in alternative cryptocurrency protocols: mixing using ring signatures and zero-knowledge proofs [36, 51] .
A proposed improvement to standard ring signatures is the CryptoNote protocol, which prevents tracing assets back to their original owners by mixing together incoming transactions and outgoing transactions. This service hides the connections between the prosumers and the addresses. Mixing requires the possibility to create new wallets at will and the existence of a sufficient number of participants in the network. Monero is an example of a cryptocurrency that provides built-in mixing services by implementing the CryptoNote protocol [39] . There are however alternative implementations of mixing protocols such as CoinShuffle [46] or Xim [6] . A variant of ring signatures, group signatures, were first introduced by Chaum and van Heyst, 1991, [9] and then built upon by Rivest et al., 2001 [45] . The basis for anonymity in the CryptoNote protocol, however, is a slightly modified version of the traceable ring signature algorithm by Fukisaki and Suzuki, 2007 [17] . This allows a member of a group to send a transaction so that it is impossible for a receiver to know any more about the sender than that it came from a group member without the use of a central authority.
Some newer cryptocurrencies, such as Zerocoin [36] , provide built-in mixing services, which are often based on cryptographic principles and proofs.
Smart Meters' Privacy.
Most works discussing privacy look at it from the context of smart meters. McDaniel and McLaughlin discuss privacy concerns due to energy-usage profiling, which smart grids could potentially enable [34] . Efthymiou and Kalogridis describe a method for securely anonymizing frequent electrical metering data sent by a smart meter by using a third party escrow mechanism [12] . Tan et al. study privacy in a smart metering system from an information theoretic perspective in the presence of energy harvesting and storage units [49] . They show that energy harvesting provides increased privacy by diversifying the energy source, while a storage device can be used to increase both energy efficiency and privacy. However, transaction data from energy trading may provide more fine-grained information than smart meter based usage patterns [20] .
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we described TRANSAX, a decentralized platform for implementing energy exchange mechanisms in a microgrid setting. Building on top of blockchains, we obtained decentralized trust and consensus capabilities, which prevent malicious actors from tampering with the shared system state. We demonstrated that the system is safe from anonymous offers, satisfying the seemingly conflicting goals of safety and privacy. Using our hybrid-solver approach, which combines a smartcontract based validator with an external optimizer, we showed that we can clear offers securely, efficiently, and resiliently. We also described a simulation testbed that allows us to test market platforms on a simulated microgrid, and we presented results showing how the platform can reduce the load on the bulk grid.
Future Work
In this work, we focused on satisfying the requirements of safety, efficiency, privacy, and resilience. We have not chosen a specific approach for setting the clearing prices for the prosumers' trades since the economics of setting the clearing prices is an orthogonal problem. Friedman and Rust [16] provide a survey of these mechanisms for governing trade, to which they refer as market institutions. One of the most commonly used mechanisms is the double auction. Note that we cannot apply the double auction directly because of the different time-interval attributes that the offers may specify. Prior work has extended the double auction to allow for multiple attributes; however, they typically (e.g. [3] ) require a function to combine the attributes into a single value, which is then used to order the offers. The difficulty of this approach is in identifying a meaningful function. A more straightforward approach is to perform the feasibility matching as we have presented, and then for each interval, use a double auction to set the clearing price for the matched offers. This approach provides a straightforward solution to the problem of setting clearing prices; however, it is not obvious whether it will preserve the properties that a simple double auction has, such as incentive compatibility. We leave the investigation of these mechanisms and how they are impacted by privacy to future work.
A second extension is to enable prosumers to update or cancel offers. The current formulation can support updating offers as long as the updates do not invalidate previous solutions; for example, a selling offer can increase the amount of energy to be sold or augment the set of intervals in which energy could be produced. To support restrictive changes or cancelling offers, we would need to introduce a deadline for when offers could no longer be updated or cancelled. Solvers could then wait for this deadline, and start working only after the deadline.
Finally, we have not yet discussed how the solvers are incentivized to match the offers. One option is to provide some reward for each solution that is finalized. Another is to expect the prosumers to submit solutions that are beneficial to themselves. These and other potential incentive mechanisms have yet to be evaluated.
